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Objectives: To review empirical evaluations of individual-level interventions intended to

improve mental health or well-being for vulnerable adolescents.

Study design: This is a systematic mapping review.

Methods: Thirteen databases covering academic and gray literature were searched for

published reviews and randomised controlled trials, and gray literature (2005e2016) and

the results quality-assessed to prioritise best available evidence. We aimed to identify well-

conducted systematic reviews and trials that evaluated individual-level interventions, for

mental health/well-being outcomes, where the population was adolescents aged 10e24

years in any of 12 vulnerable groups at high risk of poor health outcomes (e.g. homeless,

offenders, ‘looked after’, carers).

Results: Thirty systematic reviews and 16 additional trials were identified. There was

insufficient evidence to identify promising individual-level interventions that improve the

mental health/well-being of any of the vulnerable groups.

Conclusions: Despite Western policy to promote health and well-being among vulnerable

young people, the dearth of evidence suggests a lack of interest in evaluating interventions

targeting these groups in respect of their mental health/well-being outcomes.

© 2018 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of The Royal Society for Public

Health. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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This short communication reports on findings1 in response to

a call from the Royal Society of Edinburgh Scotland Founda-

tion to conduct a systematic review of empirical evaluations

of individual-level interventions intended to improve mental

health, happiness or well-being or reduce health inequalities

for young people undergoing the transition to adulthood. The

population was vulnerable adolescents, and the UK political

context is national guidelines and policies vowing to safe-

guard this group. For governments to be able to do this, evi-

dence on effective intervention is required.

Adolescence is a critical period in the life course, encom-

passing many changes related to biological and psychosocial

development likely to impact on transitions into adulthood. It

is also when most mental health disorders begin, associated

in turn with negative health, behavioural and educational

outcomes, and impacting relationships with family and

friends and the ability to develop independence.2 The transi-

tion into adulthood is likely to be more challenging for the

most vulnerable and disadvantaged young people, who are at

high risk of poor health, educational, behavioural and rela-

tionship outcomes and likely to require additional support to

make successful and healthy transitions. Adolescence is,

therefore, a key life stage for mental healtherelated in-

terventions aiming to reduce/prevent current and future

distress and dysfunction.2 Interventions aimed at high-risk

groups represent a valuable component of strategies to

address health inequalities, complimentary to population

health approaches.3 Because most population-based in-

terventions for adolescents are delivered in a school setting,

they are likely to miss many vulnerable groups, particularly

those who do not attend school on a regular basis, and a

blanket approach is unlikely to tap into the complex needs of

vulnerable young people, for example, the study by Schofield

and Simmonds.4

We conducted a systematic mapping review, for which the

protocol is available.5 This approach aims to map out, cate-

gorise, and identify gaps in research literature.6 We system-

atically reviewed English language studies and reviews

conducted in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development (OECD) countries, and published since 2005, to

identify evidence in three different publication categories:

reviews published in journals, randomised controlled trials

(RCTs) published in journals and evaluations including a

comparison group in the gray literature. The beginning of 2005

was selected for pragmatic reasons, ensuring a manageable

number of ‘hits’ representing recent relevant interventions

(and assuming important earlier ones would be captured in

reviews); we conducted the searches in 2016.

In line with the call to focus on interventions to reduce

inequalities for young people undergoing the transition to

adulthood, our systematic review specifically focused on

‘vulnerable’ adolescents. Our remit did not extend to studies

conducted on clinical populations or examining the impact of

interventions on disease end points. Although there is ‘no

universally accepted definition of a ‘vulnerable group’’, the

concept generally encompasses those who are ‘marginalised,

socially excluded, have limited in opportunities and income

and suffer abuse […] hardship, prejudice and discrim-

ination’.7(p3) It is also important to note that vulnerable group

membership may be transient and/or that individuals may

have overlapping vulnerabilities. The included groups (the

population) were selected in consultation with an Expert

Advisory Group and comprised:

� ‘Looked after’/care leavers

� Homeless

� Young offenders

� Sexually abused

� Teenage parents

� Ethnic minorities

� Asylum seekers/refugees

� Victims of domestic/intimate partner violence

� Living in socio-economically deprived areas

� Unemployed

� Out of/excluded from school

� Young carers

Within these groups, we included adolescents aged 10e24

years, a broad age range, encompassing roughly the start of

secondary school to young adulthood to ensure we captured

interventions likely to impact on the transition to adulthood.

We excluded clinical populations under medical treatment or

supervision.

Evaluations of individual-level interventions that aimed to

improve mental health, well-being or happiness, or included

one of these concepts (measures of general mental health,

well-being, life satisfaction, happiness, resilience, impulsivity,

self-esteem, sense of coherence) as a primary or secondary

outcome were included. Interventions that were pharmaceu-

tical or received in clinical or school settings were excluded.

To be included, studies had to report on a comparison, either a

control group or before and after measures of the outcome,

enabling us to make some evaluation of the intervention. In

systematic reviews, we assessed the number of studies rele-

vant to our inclusion criteria to ensure that the conclusions

were applicable to our review question.

A broad search strategy was used that included a combi-

nation of appropriate keywords,medical subject headings and

free-text terms. We conducted our searches across 12 data-

bases: MEDLINE; Embase; British Education Index; Psy-

cARTICLES; SocINDEX; ERIC; Child Development& Adolescent

Studies; Social Care Online; PsycINFO; Cochrane Library;

Campbell Library; and Planex (full search strategy including

inclusion and exclusion criteria available2). Two authors

independently screened 10% of the search results at the title/

abstract stage to ensure reviewer consistency. All reviews/

studies that proceeded to full-text stage were independently

screened by two authors. Disagreements were resolved by

consensus via a third reviewer. To prioritise best available

evidence, our conclusions were based on well-conducted

systematic reviews and RCTs. Included systematic reviews

were appraised for quality using an amended version of the

AMSTAR tool.8 A structured data extraction template was

completed for each review/study by one author and checked

by a second author for consensus. Narrative synthesis of

findings was conducted.

Our search identified 7231 systematic reviews and 4449

RCTs. After screening, 30 reviews (20 rated high quality) and 16

RCTs were included. No relevant evaluations with a control

group were identified in the gray literature. Table 1
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